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Fantastic 
rhyming poems 

by 
Luca and Maia.



Keeley has written instructions for 

how to make porridge - yummy!

An amazing story map of the 

Goldilocks and the Three 

Bears story.



Bubble 1
created some interesting hand-print
aliens with lots of eyes and legs!



Some of the Bubble 1 
children made a 

fantastic water slide -
great teamwork!



Bubble Two have completed their work on information texts. They invented a 
creature, annotated a diagram, described its appearance, habitat, diet and 
young.
Thomas with Dragon Snake, Grace with Ice Pegasus, Nellie with a Lightning 
Boulder, Jake with Jackotter, Libby with Purple Ice Corn, Dakota with An Orange 
Flay, Lilly with Hipposaurus and Benjy with Red.
We have been using paint and pastel to create Bubble pictures.



Mia has been following the Oak 
Academy lessons and doing extra 

maths with Carol Vordeman.

Jenifer's incredible artwork - the 
latest in a series of Rob Biddulph 

pictures.



An excellent
story ending
from Piran.

A great
character

description 
from Aaron.

They've also been
busy making

periscopes and 
rain gauges.

Piran and Aaron 

have been finding 

some interesting 

facts about

Madagascar.



Ashley, Oliver and Bradley -

boys at their books!



Aulay has been 

investigating pond 

life and has written a 

book review.



Pippa has been busy 

revising her grammar 

and punctuation in 

English.

In maths she's been 

converting different 

units of 

measurement.



A story 

about a 

giant from 

Cicely.

Also some great 

artwork using 

her new oil 

paints.



The Year 6 Bubble have 
been drawing cheeky 

looking giraffes inspired 
by Rob Biddulph.



Year 6 have been consolidating
their knowledge of 3D shapes, describing their 

features, learning about the 5 platonic shapes and
solving problems with nets.

The children wrote some 
fantastic character descriptions to 

include in a story of their own.

In science, we've 
been revising 

materials, identifying 
the properties that 
make them useful.


